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ANNOTATION
 
The history of naming the details of relief of the near and reverse
 
sides of the moon is examined. Special attention is paid to works of
 
recent years related to investigations of the moon conducted by the
 
aid of automatic stations. The book contdins lists of the names of
 
craters of the reverse side of the moon in Russian and the Latin spel­
lings. Coordinates of the named objects are also given. Instances
 
of encountered spellings are particularly examined for the purpose of
 
standardizing the Russian spelling. Brief information is given about
 
scientists in whose honor the craters on the reverse side of the moon
 
were named.
 
The book can serve as a reference manual for everyone concerned with
 
studying the moon.
 
INTRODUCTION
 
/3* 
In August of 1970, 513 new names of craters located on the reverse
 
side of the moon were approved at the XIV General Assembly of the In­
ternational Astronomical Union-(Brighton, England). This important
 
international act, which reflects the success of contemporary space
 
technology in photographing the lunar surface, was one of the results
 
of several works whose foundation was laid by developing the images of
 
the reverse side of the moon first obtained in October of 1959 by the
 
"Luna-3" automatic Soviet station.
 
Photography of'the eastern sector of-the-reverse side of the moon
 
carried out by the "Zond-3" Soviet 'automatic station in July of 1965
 
made it possible to create a complete picture of the entire lunar
 
surface for the first time. Subsequent photographs taken in 1966 ­
1967 by American satellites of the' "Lunar Orbiter" series made it pos­
sible to obtain still more detailed data about the'surface of the re­
verse lunar hemisphere. The best quality photographs of individual
 
regions of the reverse side of the moon were obtained in 1968- 1972
 
from the "Zond" automatic space stations and the "Apollo" spacecraft.'
 
In this period the moon was photographed with black and white and
 
color- films, and a survey was made of the surface by special carto­
graphic cameras, making it possible to compile highly' accurate maps
 
of the moon. Inasmuch as one must have proper names 'for the objects
 
depicted on maps for the convenience of using them, work was undertaken
 
within the framework of the International Astronomical Union to name
 
the details of the reverse side of the moon. The first-stage of this
 
work was completed in 1970.
 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF CRETING THE LNAR'NOMENCLATURE 

Terrestrial telescopic observations of th moon begun back in the
 
17th century led to the creation -of a system of names ef differenr
 
objects of the surface of the-visible 'hemisphere.
 
*numbers in margin indicate pagination in foreign text.
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The first three experiments of introducing lunar nomenclature are
 
those of the Dutchman Langren, who was working in Spain (1645), the
 
Pole Geveliy (1647), and the Italian Riccioli (1651).
 
Langren basically used the names of scientists, members of the
 
Royal family and noblemen for naming the craters. Geveliy imagined
 
the map of the near hemisphere of the moon as a map of Europe and the
 
adjacent parts of Asia and Africa, giving the lunar objects the names
 
of their terrestrial prototypes. Riccioli himself, like Langren, used
 
a system of personal names, having limited his choice to the name of
 
astronomers, philosophers, and other scientists engaged in investi­
gations of the moon. The Riccioli system- was-more-meaningful and
 
well-planned. The names were arranged taking into account the date
 
of life, nationality, and kind of work of the scientists. The names
 
of the most eminent personalities were given to the largest and most
 
identifiable craters. The dark regions - the maria - were named by
 
Riccioli in accordance with the effect that it seemed -the phases of
 
the moon have on weather on the Earth. Therefore, such "meteorological"
 
names as the Sea of Clouds, the Sea of Rains, Rainbow Bay, etc., ap­
peared on the moon, devoid of water and an atmosphere.
 
The extensive use of the Geveliy and Riccioli maps led to the fact
 
that their systems of names soon were generally recognized and firmly
 
entered science. Even now, after 3 centuries, we use the names of
 
craters and maria introduced by Riccioli and the names of mountains
 
given by Geveliy., Langren's map was published in a limited number of
 
copies, and therefore his system of names was almost never used.
 
Johann Schreter, an amateur astronomer from Germany, became a pio­
neer of selenography in the era of more improved telescopes that
 
began in the 18th century. He mapped a large part of the near lunar
 
hemisphere in much greater detail than had been done on the maps that
 
existed before. His work showed that both systems of names that were
 
being used at that time were inadequately complete. Specifically, the
 
Geveliy system was unsuitable because one name frequently applied to
 
a whole group of craters and many names were too long,'which made
 
their use on maps difficult. Schreter gave craters over 70 new names,
 
1The concept of the lunar nomenclature includes the classification of
 
forms of relief in totality with the accepted list of names of the
 
largest objects and a standard system of designations of the smaller,
 
objects.
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of astronomers and other scientists and also introduced a large number
 
of additional lunar designations.
 
The next landmark in the development of the lunar nomenclature was
 
the 1834 publication of the map of the German scientists Baer and
 
Medler. The map was about 'i m in diameter. A system of small craters
 
and isolated hills whose selenographic position was determined by means
 
of measurements made us-ing the telescope'served as its coordinate base.
 
The map included most of the hiccioli and Schreter names, 10 Geveliy
 
names, 2 Langren names and -over 140 new ones added by Medler. A system
 
was formulated for literal designation of additional small objects:
 
small craters were designated-by the nameo-f the closest large crater
 
with the addition of a Latin letter; peaks and valleys - by-a Greek
 
letter; capital letters were used for objects whose location was mea­
sured and lower case letters were used for other objects. The letters
 
were always located on the side of the object that faced the main craT:
 
ter in order to avoid errors in case of the nearby arrangement of simi­
lar additional designations in systems related to the'different main
 
craters.
 
In the second half of th& 19th 'Century, astronomers of different 

countries created detailed maps of th& moon, adding still more new
 
names and replacing the literal -designationswith names. This spon­
taneous development of the nomenclature had.the result-that certain
 
craters each had several different designations.
 
In 1921, for the purpose of standardizing -the lunar nomenclature,
 
the newly formed International Astronomical Tnion-(IAU)-created a
 
small commission. The 'activity of this commission was -completed in
 
1935 by the publication of the work of Mary Blagg and'Carl Muller,
 
"Named Lunar Formations" (in 2 parts). 'This work is frequenty called
 
the "Blagg and Muller Catalog" or the "IAU map" [1]. The indicated
 
publication combined, inasmuch as this was possible, the Medler nomen­
clature with that of all subsequent authors. It was distinguished by
 
the fact that only capital letters were used for additional desig­
nations of craters independent of whether the location of' the obj-ect­
had been measured. The authors also used letters to designate many
 
small craters and hills whose location-had been measured'by Frants
 
and Sonder. As the result, the largest and smallest craters received
 
designations, while many intermediate size craters remained nameless.I
 
/6 
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The system of names developed by Blagg and Muller was accepted at the
 
V General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union (Paris, 1935).
 
The total number of objects that received proper names and designations
 
was about 3500.
 
The use of the IAW 1935 system of names revealed its-many short­
comings. Therefore, one of the tasks of the lunar-planetary laboratory
 
of Arizona University in Tucson (U.S.A.), organized in 1960, became the
 
careful re-examination and expansion of the system of names published
 
in 1935. This work, carried out under the supervision'of G. Kuiper and
 
D. Arthur was completed in 1966 with the publication of new map-diagrams
 
and catalogs for four quadrants -of the visible hemisphere of the moon
 
(2-5). The new system of names (-the so-called LPL system) relied on
 
the 1935 system, making certain refinements in the position of details
 
and their designations. The total number-of objects that were desig­
nated was 17,000. The minimum diameter of-the designated objects was
 
3.5 km. Duplicate names distinguished onlyiby initials were eliminated
 
the spelling of a number of names-was corrected, etc. The basic changes
 
pertained to regions of the boundary zones where nearly 60 new names /7
 
of craters were introduced. The IAN approved this system at the XII
 
and XIII General Assemblies in 1964 and 1967. Although coordinates
 
were only given for craters in the-published catalogs, furrows, peaks,"
 
promontories and other objects of the Iunarirelief were also designated
 
in the map-diagrams appended to these catalogs. The LPL catalog and
 
map were compiled using the best available terrestrial photographs of
 
the moon. Refined map-diagrams of the quadrants were published in
 
1969 [6, 7].
 
The study of high-resolution photographs obtained for the visible
 
hemisphere from the "Lunar Orbiter-1l" satellite in 1967 shows that
 
many objects designated as craters are really irregularly shaped
 
depressions.
 
In addition to accepting 513 names tfor obj'ects on the reverse side
 
of the moon at the XIV IAU General Assembly in 1970, 3 names of regions
 
of the near hemisphere were approved which reflected the successes of,
 
rocket technology and cosmonautics in investigating the moon. -The 
region-of first contact of a spacecraft with the lunar.surface (the 
"Luna-2" automatic interplanetary station, September, 1959). was given 
the name Sinus Lunnikus. The region of the first soft landing on the 
moon (the "Luna-9" automatic interplanetaty station, February, 1966) i 
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was named Planitia Descencus.
 
The point of lunary landing of the first expedition ("Apollo-li",
 
July, 1969) was named Statio Tranquillitatis, according to the name of
 
the mare on whose surface the first people stayed on the moon.
 
In 1971, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of the
 
U.S.A. (NASA) published an atlas of photographs of the near side of
 
the moon obtained by the "Lunar Orbiter-4" satellite [8]. This atlas
 
contains designations and lists of the names of objects; today it is
 
the most complete and detailed reference material on names of objects
 
of the visible lunar hemisphere.
 
A list of 53 names for craters located both on-the near [43] and
 
reverse [10] sides of the moon in the zone covered by'the photographic
 
survey made from the "Apollo-15, -16, and -17" spacecraft was approved
 
at the XV General Assembly of the iAUin 1973 (Sidney, Australia).
 
NASA is compiling a lunar topographic orthophoto map (LTO) on the
 
scale of 1:250,000 for this zone which consists of several hundred
 
sheets. New names for small craters were introduced for the purpose
 
of providing each sheet of this map with albeit a single object with
 
a proper name. However, this work is not totally complete. It is
 
still necessary to introduce new names for individual sheets of the
 
LTO map.
 
THE APPLICATION OF THE LUNAR NOMENCLATURE TO THE REVERSE SIDE OF THE /9
 
MOON
 
Interpretation of the phototelevision images obtained in 1959 by
 
the "Luna-3" (Fig. 1) automatic interplanetary station for the first
 
time created the prerequisites for applying the nomenclature to the
 
reverse side of the moon [9]. In connection with this, the Academy
 
of Sciences of the USSR formed a special commission to develop sug­
gestions for naming newlydiscovered objects [10]. The commission
 
submitted names for 18 objects which were later approved at the XI
 
General-Assembly of the iAY in 1961 (Berkeley, U.S.A.) [11]. Simul­
taneously, an examination was made at the assembly of earlier existing
 
principiles of naming the lunar formations. The following-resolution
 
was the result of this discussion [11];
 
"...When designating formations of the lunar surface, one should
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be governed by the rules, corrections, and improvements that developed
 
earlier in the following way:
 
a) crater and crater-like-formations are given the names of astro­
nomers or eminent scientists , posthumously; the names are written using
 
letters of the Latin alphabet and are pronounced according to the re­
commendations of the country of origin of the scientist;
 
b) mountains are given Latinized names corresponding to the geo­
graphical names of mountains of the earth. Names are given in combi­
nation with the noun Montes2 (Latin - mountains), according to the
 
rules of Latin declination and pronunciation (3 exceptions: Montes
 
d'Alembert, Montes Harbinger, and Mentes Leibnitz - were left in view
 
of prolonged use) 3 ;
 
c) extensive dark surfaces are given Latinized names that corres­
14
 
pond to the mental states of man .
 
Names are given in combination with one of the following nouns
 
(most appropriate to the size of the object): Oceanus, Mare, Lacus, /!i
 
Palus, Sinus (Latin - ocean, sea, lake, swamp, bay), according to the
 
rules of Latin declination and pronunciation (2 exceptions: Mare Hum­
boldtianum, Mare Smythii - were left in view of long use);
 
d) separate peaks are named according to the same rules as craters;
 
these rules are also valid for promontories and the names of the latter
 
are given in combination with the noun Promontorium (Latin - promon­
tory), for example, Fromontorius Laplace - promontory Laplace;
 
e) fissures and valleys are given the names of the closest names
 
of craters in combination with the noun Rima, Vallis (Latin - fissure,
 
valley), with one exception: Vallis Schroteri - left because of long
 
1 There is 
a number of exceptions to this rule in the traditional
 
list of names.
 
2The resolution erroneously spelled it Mons (mountain, singular).
 
3The'first and last of these names were removed from the lunar maps
 
at the XIV General Assembly of the IAU in 1970 because these
 
mountains, as photographs taken from lunar satellites showed, are
 
not clear formations.
 
4The unfortunate nature of the formulation of the resolution is be­
cause maria are among the names that are given according to weather
 
conditions - clarity, tranquility, dreams.
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use;
 
f) formations without'proper names can be designated by means of
 
coordinates. They can also be designated according to the previous
 
classification system when-the name of a neighboring crater is used
 
by means of adjoining capital letters of the Latin alphabet to it for
 
craters, depressions, and valleys; lower case letters of the Greek 
alphabet for hills, highlands, and peaks; roman numerals in combiation 
with the letter r for Rima (Ir, 1ir, ... ) 
- -)RIGfNAL PAGE 18 
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Figure 1: 	 The first photograph of the reverse side of the moon in 
history ("Luna 3"). 
In addition to accepting the cited recommendations and approving
 
the list of names of 18 objects, the resolution contained a list of
 
names whose spelling it was decided to change due to certain refine­
ments of Latin transcription.
 
Commission 16a on nomenclature and cartography of the lunar surface 
consisting of the following: Z. Kepal (England) - chairman, 0. Dolfus 
(France), K. Koziyel (Poland), G. Kuiper ('U.S.A.), D. Ya Martynov 
(U.S.S.R.), A. A. Mikhaylov (U.S.S.R.), and M. Minnart (Holland) was 
lln practice, as a rule, the letter r is not added.
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created under Commission 16 of the IAU (planets and satellites) at
 
the XI General Assembly. The tasks of the commission included a
 
standardization of lunar cartographic materials as well as the desig­
nation of new topographic details discovered as the result of terres­
trial observations as well as in the course of space experiments.
 
In 1965, as the result of the flight of the "Zond-3" Soviet auto­
matic interplanetary station, new, high-quality photographs of the
 
eastern sector of the reverse side of the moon (Fig. -2) were obtained.
 
Interpretation of the photographs carried out in the Department of
 
Lunar and Planetary Physics of the P. 'K'Shternberg State Astronomical
 
Institute (GAISh)- under the supervision of Doctor-of Physico-Mathe­
matical Sciences Yu. N. Lipskiy made it possible to identify about
 
3500 details ranging in size fromlhundreds of kilometers to a few
 
kilometers in the photographed bone [12, 13]. These data served as
 
the basis for preparing new suggestions on names of the reverse side
 
of the moon in GAISh. The prepared materials contained the coordinates
 
of the centers of lunar formations* and their dimensions as well as
 
biographical data about the scientists whose names it was suggested
 
to immortalize in the lunar names. After the presented materials were
 
examined by a commission of th6 Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.
 
chaired by Academician A. A. Mikhaylov, they were sent to Commission
 
17 of the IAU (the moon) for further discussion.
 
The indicated materials contained suggestions on naming 154 objects
 
on the~reverse side of the moon: 150 craters, 1 formation of the marine
 
type and 3 chains of craters. Furthermore, it was suggested to name
 
two regions on th6 near side- of the moon: the region of first contact
 
of a spacecraft with the lunar surface ("Luna-2") and the region of
 
the first soft landing on the lunar surface ("Luna-9"). Lists of the
 
suggested names with the necessary commentaries and map-diagram were'
 
published. [14, 15].
 
The publication of suggestions on namesprovoked intensive dis­
cussion-in both the U.S.S.R. and abroad. In the course of further
 
discussion, governed by many requests to increase the number of named
 
objects, the Commission of the Academy of Sciences of-the U.S.S.R. i
 
sent an additional list of suggestions containing another 78 names of
 
objects to Commission 17 of the IAU. The list had been prepared at
 
GAISh. The additional list, together with the basic one, was
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published in the "Atlas of the Reverse Side of the Moon", Part II 
[16]. 
In 1966-1967, photography of the reverse side of the moon was
 
continued by the American spacecraft of the "Lunar Orbiter" series
 
(Fig. 3). Suggestions for naming craters on the .reverse side of the
 
moon were also prepared for examination at the XIII General Assembly
 
of the iAU according to these materials in the lunar-planetary labor­
atory of Arizona University (LPL) under the supervision of G. Kuiper.
 
E - " 
- tb*- ' 
P00 4 L,0,A 
Figure 2:. 	Photograph of the eastern sector of the dark side of the
 
moon ("Zond-3") .
 
The largest marine formation on the reverse side of the
 
moon was photographed - Mare Orientale - (l) and chains
 
of small craters extending for hundreds of kilometers (2)
 
were first detected. The large ring-shaped depressions
 
with light bottoms - the thdlassoids - one of which (3)
 
was named after S. P. Korolev - and characteristic for the
 
dark side were detected. From the left, at the bottom ­
the photometric scale.
 
In 1967, the Commission on Nomenclature and Cartography of the
 
Lunar Surface under the chairmanship of Z. Kopal met twice at the XIII
 
General Assembly of the IAU (Prague, ChSSR)
 
The "Polnaya karta Luny" (Complete Map of the Moon) on a scale of
 
1:5,000,000 and the "Globus Luny" (Lunar Globe) on a scale of
 
1:10,000,000; created under the scientific supervision of Yu. N.
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Figure 3: Photograph of a sector of the reverse side of the moon
("Lunar Orbiter-5"). 
The ring-shaped structure with the dark bottom is Mare
 
Moscoviense, first photographed by the "Luna-3" station in
 
1959. A number of craters in the vicinity of the Mare bear
 
the names of Soviet cosmonauts: 1 - Komarov, 2-- Belyayev,'

3 - Leonov, 4 - Nikolayev, 5 - Tereshkova, 6 - Titov, 7 -
Feoktistov, 8 - Shatalov.
 
Lipskiy, were presented for the commission. s examination. The names
 
of objects corresponding to the suggestions sent to the commission
 
earlier were printed in both publications [17, 18]. G. Kuiper pre­
sented the "Map of the Reverse Side of the Moon", on a scale of
 
1:5,000,000 for discussion. This map was compiled according to the
 
materials of photography from the "Lunar Orbiter" and- "Zond-3" space­
craft. On this map numbers designated objects seleeted for subsequent
 
naming. G. Kuiper's suggestions pertained to the necessity of uni­
versally distributing the names of objects over-th& entire dark hemi­
sphere with the presence of albleit one of them in the 10 x 100 quad­
rant [17, 19].
 
In the course of the discussion, the following basic concepts were
 
expressed:
 
1) it is inexpedient to name the formations of the reverse side of
 
the moon by zones ("Lunar Orbiter" zone, "Zond-3" zone, etc.);
 
2) it is desirable to distribute the name of objects as evenly as,
 
poss-ible over the entire invisible hemisphere;
 
3) it is vital additionally to monitor the identification of ob­
j,ects suggested for naming.
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As the result of a discussion that was held, the following decision
 
was made: "The approval of names and permanent designations of details
 
of the dark side of the moon should be put off until the XIV General
 
Assembly of the IAU. A working group will temporarily designate about
 
500 basic formations of the dark side of the moon by numbers" [171.
 
It was also decided that the working group will be made up of scientists
 
who are not at work in the field of lunarm-topography. These scientists
 
will only present suggestions of the appropriate organizations of
 
their country through the National Astronomical Commission. When con­
ducting the indicated work, they are to be governed by the principles
 
presented above and accepted by the'IAU earlier. The working group
 
included D. Menzel (U.S.A.) - Chairman, A. A. Mikhaylov (U.S.S.R.),
 
M. Minnart (Holland), 0. Dolfus (France), as president-of Commission
 
17 of the IAU (the moon). Subsequently, academician A.-A. Mikhaylov
 
was replaced in the working group by Doctor of Physico-Mathematical
 
Sciences B. Yu. Levin. The working group prepared materials in close
 
contact with the corresponding-national centers, specifically the
 
Commission of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. for naming Lunar
 
Formations, which was headed -from 1969 through 1975'by the Vice-P-res­
ident of the Academy of Sciences -of the U.S.S.R., Academician A. P.
 
Vinogradov.
 
In the period between IAJ congresses, the working group held 5
 
meetings: in the U.S.A. (Cambridge, Massachusetts), in France (Paris),
 
in the U.S.S.R. -(Moscow), and the other two in France (Medon). The
 
activity-of the working group was'subordinated to solving two funda­
mental problems: compiling a list of scientists whose names had been
 
suggested for immortalization in named objects on the reverse side of
 
the moon, and selecting lunar-objects primarily subject to naming.
 
At the Moscow meeting,-members of thetworking group were presented
 
with a draft project of a selection of objects on the reverse side
 
of the moon to be named. The draft project had been prepared at the
 
Institute of Space Research of the 'AcademyofSciences of the U.S.S.R.
 
by A. A. Gurshteyn and K. B. Shingareva. The basis of'this proje;ct
 
which had been given the arbitrary name EDP (Even Distribution Pro­
ject) was the-following concepts:
 
1. In the interests of future cartography of the reverse side of
 
the 	moon, the craters that are named should be distributed evenly over
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the entire territory of the back hemisphere.
 
2. For the purpose of preserving evenness of names in regions with
 
a low crater density, specifically in the vicinity of Mare Orientale,
 
the diameter of named craters should be taken smaller than that for the
 
typical-continental regions.
 
3. When selecting objects-to be named, one should bear in mind not
 
only their dimensions, but also their significance as characteristi-c
 
orientation points amind the surrounding terrain [20].
 
The materials presented to th&:working group contained an analysis
 
of suggestions made before by -Yu. N. Lpskiy and G. Kuiper as well as
 
a series of diagrams with ebjec-tsnewly subm-Itted-rb, the Institute
 
for Space Research of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. for
 
naming and providing for two stages of solving this problem. The
 
suggestions for the first stage of naming encompassed about 500 objects
 
according to the decision accepted by IAU (17), and the additional
 
submissions for the second stage still contained about 500. objects.
 
The principles of the EDP project and the-specific diagram of ar­
ragement of objects for the first stage of naming were-approved by
 
the working group and used by it as the foundation for future work.
 
Later, at the initiative of D. Menzel, the assortment of craters was
 
slightly corrected in accordance with-the EDP principles.
 
Besides the initial set-of objects, a list of names was agreed upon
 
in principle at the group meetings in Moscow, Specifically, it was
 
decided to include about 4@ names of Soviet and American workers in
 
rocket technology in the -list. A principle agreement was also
 
achieved to the effect that the list of names,' international in its
 
composition, should inasmuch as possible contain easily pronounced
 
names, easy to remember names and uniformly transcribable names inas­
much as scientists of-.the entire world would have to use them.
 
The objects selected for naming'at the sessions in Moscow were
 
designated by numbers on a map of the referseside of-the moon on the
 
scale of 1:5,000,000 after the appropriate corrections were made with
 
the cooperation of the Center for Aerial Navigation Maps and Infor­
mation of the U.S. Air Force (ACIC). At the subsequent sessions held
 
in France, a-final agreement-was reached oh taming specificobjects; K
 
the coordinates of objects and their dimensions were monitored as was
 
their transcription.
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It was suggested to arrange the new names in alphabetical order in
 
lines running from east to west in tha initial variation. However, ­
this idea'oas criticized by the cartographic specialists. The latter
 
referred to the poor readability of such a map, and to the difficulties
 
that arise when new names are added when alphabetical interpolation is
 
necessary. As the result; this principle was not used [211.
 
At the XIV General Assembly of the IAU held in 1970 (Brighton,
 
England), the working group presented a map of the dark side of the moon
 
on the scale of >:10,000,00O for-the discussion of Commission 17 of
 
the IAU. With the cooperation of ACIC, the map already did not have
 
numbers according to the list, but -the suggested,-names themselves.
 
The names had been divided into 5lgroups depending on the contribution
 
the given person had made to science and were awarded according to
 
craters of greater or lesser'-dimensions. In the process of dfscussion,
 
the list on the whole was approved, but a number of corrections were
 
made in it. By now the IAU has published a catalog of new names of
 
craters of the dark side of the moon-[21].
 
It should be noted that unlike the visible side, where names have
 
Tbeen given basically according to the names of scientists whose work
 
is related to investigating the moon to one degree of another, no
 
such limitations of this sort were imposed on the rev6rs4 side" In /18
 
this new list one can encounter the names of 'eminent workers from dif
 
ferent fields of the exact, natural, and humanitarian sciences, philo­
sophers, fiction writers and others.' Representatives of a number of
 
countries have entered the lunar Pantheon for the first time and
 
these are scientists of Australia, India, Canada, Mexico, Romania,
 
Finland and Japan.
 
The working group deviated from'the rules, having 'named 12 craters
 
after our contemporaries. Six craters on the reverse side of the
 
moon and located in the vicinity of Mare Moscoviense were named in
 
honor of the Soviet cosmonauts Leonov, Nikolayev, Tereshkova, Titov,
 
Feoktistov and Shatalov; three craters in the vicinity of the giant
 
Apollo crater were named in honor of the'American astronauts Anders-,
 
Borman and Lovell and 3 craters'of the visible side, Sabin E, Sabin
 
B and Sabin D. located in the Mare Tranquillitatus were renamed in
 
honor of the participants'of the first'lunar expedition, Armstrong,
 
Aldrich, and Collins.
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m±uhe next step in the development ot" the nomenclature al" the dark
 
hemisphere of the moon was the approval of names for 53 small crater
 
(43 on the visible and 10 on the reverse side) at the 15th General
 
Assembly of the IAU in 1973 (Sidney, Australia) and the acceptance
 
for discussion of a list of names for preliminary naming of craters
 
in the future. This was undertaken to ensure that each sheet (40
 
latitude and 50 longitude) of the lunar topographic orthophoto map
 
LTO on the scale of 1:250,000, whose publication was begun in the
 
U.S.A. based on the photographs from the "Apollo-15, -16, and -17"
 
spacecraft, would have at least one crater with'a proper name.
 
PROSPECTIVES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE LUNAR NOMENCLATURE
 
The future prospectives of development of the lunar nomenclature
 
basically pertain to extending it to small topographic objects. Thi
 
question was specifically discussed in sessions of the working group
 
in naming extraterrestrial objects under the Sodio-Economic Council
 
of the United Nations in 1972.
 
The report of A. A. Gurshteyn and K. B. Shingareva (the Institute
 
of Space Research of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.) was pr
 
sented to Commission 17 (the moon) of the IAU in 1970. The report
 
presented an original digital system of designating small topographi
 
,objects [22]. It was suggested to introduce a dependency'between th
 
number of places in a number and the size of the objects. Such a
 
numering system is more informative than the existing literal indexe
 
for small craters since it makes it possible to judge density of any
 
particular objects in an area bounded by the map sheet of a given
 
scale.
 
K. Borkovskiy (U.S.A.) suggested a system of designations of topo
 
graphic objects based on the "Luniz-l" computer language he develope
 
[23]. However, for cartographic duplication an aural perception the
 
designations are entirely unsuitable inasmuch as they are words of
 
the "ze-no 3 -to-to2"' type that contain the coordinates of the object
 
in coded form.
 
In 1973, at the XV General Assembly of the IAU, a group was forme
 
under Commission 17 for lunar nomenclature. The group was made up o
 
the following: 0. Dolfus (France), G. Mazurski (U.S.A.), D. Menzel
 
(U.S.A.), Chairman, P. Millman (Canada), S. Rankorn (England),as
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President of Commission 17, K. P. Florenskiy (U.S.S.R.) and F. El'-B
 
(U.S.A.). Since 1975, P. Millman has been fulfilling the duties of
 
Group Chairman and the go&up has included one more representative fr
 
the U.S.S.R. - V. V. Shevchenko. The tasks of this group include th
 
future development of nomenclature of-the visible and dark hemispher
 
of the moon in accordance with the requirements of lunar cartography
 
and the recommendations of the XV iAU General Assembly. These re­
commendations provide for the application of names to the Dorsa (mar
 
ridges), the Catena (crater chains), and the Rdma and Fossa (convolu
 
and straight fissures). Suggestions'have also been made to name 144
 
regions into which-the surface. of th moon is- d-ivided in accordance
 
with the sheet numbering of-the-"lIunar astronautical chart" LAC on t
 
scale of 1:1,000,000. There are presently only 14,4- sheets of the LA
 
map located in the central part of the visible hemisphere. Names­
have been simultaneously suggested for'regions covered by sheets of
 
the "lunar topographic orthophoto map" LTO on the 2:250,000 scale.
 
This map encompasses about 20%. of the surface of the moon and the
 
total number of sheets exceeds 350.
 
The. practice of naming sall objects in regions of, direct inves­
tigations on the lunar surface-4was'approved at the XV General-Assemb
 
of the IAU. Elements of relief in regions of'work.of the "Apollo"
 
expeditions and the "Lunokhod" automatitc stations were-once given
 
such names. The names were given in order briefly to designate the
 
most notable. and important obj~acts. Thus, fo± example, in the regic
 
of "Lunokhod-2" operation names were chosen based on -the appearance
 
of the given object or its locati6n,,relative to the landing point of
 
the apparatusj3Pologiy crater, Pryamaya Rima;. Blizhniy Premontorium,
 
etc. [24].
 
Naming the small objects 'is not -the single .pressing-problemof tc
 
development of the lunar nomenclature. There is a significant numbe
 
of large objects that need designation., Bsides the traditional
 
assortment of named objects, it is -suggested to introduce names for
 
large regions of the continent which'areidentitied by their charac­
teristic features (for example, for the continent between'-the Sea of
 
Rains and the Sea of Cold, the continent between the Seas of Abundar
 
Tranquility, Nectar, etc.). It should bd-noted thatthe names of si
 
objects were already on the Geveliy and Riccioli maps but were not
 
subsequently established, although the need for such names is obviouE
 
Names are also needed for a number of bays and straits of the lunar
 
maria.
 
THE RUSSIAN SPELLING OF NAMES OF -OBTEOTS ON THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOOT 
The necessity of using the new names approved by the IAU in 1970 J
 
carrying out cartographic work of the moon in the U.S.S.R. required
 
the development of-a single variatieli of their Russian spelling. Fil
 
forms can be used for spelling foreign names on maps: local official.
 
phonetic, transliteration, traditional and-translated [253. In Sovi
 
cartographic practice, the arbitrary phonetic and traditional forms
 
are predominantly used for transcribing foreign spellings. Exceptiol
 
include the relatively limited use of the translated form and the tr
 
literation of names whose true pronunciation is difficult to, establif
 
(names in little-studied languages or written languages).
 
The spelling approved by the IAU in accordance with the rules cit(
 
above is the official form of the names. According to these rules,
 
the names of mountains, extensive dark regions, (oceans, seas,, lakes
 
swamps, bays) and terms that determine the kind of object (sea, pro­
montory, mountain, etc.) are written in Latin. This. is'the result o:
 
a tradition that beganin the past when all scientific'works were
 
written in Latin. Thd transcription of'names of the mentioned objec
 
in the Russian language is not particularly difficult. The desig"
 
nations of the lunar mountains,'which correspondto the geographical
 
names of mountains of the Earth, are transcribedin acc'ordance with
 
conventional spelling of these names on geographical maps. The desi!
 
nationsof the extensive dark regions are transcribed according to t]
 
traditional form of translating these names into the Russian languag,
 
(although in this case there are occasionally different variations,
 
for example, Mare Fecunditatis was'translated as the Sea of Fertilit­
(Mare Plodorodiya) before but now a di-ferent variation-is used most
 
often - the Sea of Abundance (Mare Izobiliya)). -
Transcriptions of the names of craters, individual mountains and
 
promontories designated by the last names of scientists- ofdifferent
 
nationalities in the Russian language is a more complex-problem than
 
the transcription of the names of mountains and marine regions. If
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the traditional form of Russian spelling of the corresponding last
 
names is used for names of the visible hemisphere that basically con
 
tain the names of scientists of antiquity and the middle ages, then
 
for a significant part of the names of the reverse hemisphere, basic
 
containing the names of modern scientists, there is no traditional f
 
or the form is disputed.
 
During the development of the Russian variation of names of the d
 
side of the moon, both the traditional spelling of names that long a
 
entered the scientific literature in the Rtssian'language and the
 
original transcription of names suggested by Professor D. Menzel and
 
Professor M. Minnart. members of the working group n lunar nomen­
clature under Commission 17 of the IAU were borne in mind. A variat
 
was chosen for last names that have no traditional, widely accepted
 
spelling in the Russian which most accurately duplicates the pronun­
ciation of the names according'to the referenced lists of-transcript
 
and rules of pronunciation in the appropriate language, i.e., the ph
 
netic form of transcribing the name. The necessary consultations we
 
received In the Institute of Languages of the Academy of Sciences of
 
the U-.S.S.R., in the Department of Geographical Names of the Central
 
Scientific Tnstitute of GeodesyyAerial Photography and Cartography,
 
in the editorial offices of the BoI'shoy sovetskaya entsiklopediya
 
(the Great Soviet Encyclopedia) and In the All-Union Institute of
 
Scientific and Technical Information.
 
No single variation of Russian spelling could be de~vloped for a
 
number of names. Such names are marked-in the list by two asterisks
 
and variations of their spelling are given in Appendix 2 with the
 
necessary comments.
 
A number of names of craters approved in 1970 have incorrect Lati
 
spelling. This pertains to the names of Russian and Soviet scientis
 
In the official IAU list [21] these nbmes are written in-Latin lettE
 
according to the rules of transcription in English, which prevents
 
the perception of their national origin to a certain degree. In ac­
cordance t6,a resolution of the.General Meeting of the Academy-of---

Sciences of the U.S.S.R. in 1925,*last 'hames with original spelling
 
in the Russian alphabet must be written .in the so-called academic
 
Latinization. These names are marked with'a single asterisk and.
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their spelling in the academic Latinization is given in Appendix 1.
 
The spelling of certain of these names was corrected at the XV IAU
 
General Assembly in 1973, but this only pertained to part of the nam
 
ending in -iy (the ending -y was replaced by-ij). However, in this
 
case an incorrect correction of the name Rynin occurred: the incorre
 
Rijnin was introduced in place of Rynin.
 
A number of names in the list approved in 1970 [213 require re­
finement of the coordinates because formless, poorly recognizable
 
depressions are located in the indicated places. Appendix 3 gives
 
the characteristics of such formations.
 
One should emphasize one feature of-the lunar names. The terms
 
that determine the kind of object (sea, prbmontory, valley, etc.) ar
 
in front of the proper name and are written-with a capital letter
 
(Mare Krizisov, Mys Oliviy, Dolina Reyta, etc.)
 
NAMES ON THE MAP ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THE MOON
 
The International Astronomical Union's approval of 513 names for
 
objects on the reverse side of the moon in 1970 was the result of
 
the first stage of work in extending the lunar nomenclature to the
 
dark side of our natural satellite. The introduction of the new
 
names, on the one hand, corresponded to the requirements of the luna
 
cartography and on the other hand-had the goal of immortalizing a
 
number of names that hold an honorable place in the history of man­
kind.
 
The achievements of Soviet cosmonautics in the investigation of
 
the reverse side of the moon were reflected in'a number of names.
 
The Mare Moscoviense was named-in memory of th& fact that photograpb
 
of the reverse side of the.moon were first obtained by the "Luna-3"
 
Soviet automatic station in November, 1959. The Mare Ingenii was
 
given the name of the first Soviet space rocket launched toward
 
the moon in Januar, 1959, which entered a heliocentric orbit and
 
became an artificial planet of the Solar System.
 
Three giant craters on the reverse side were named after our fel­
low countrymen - the creator of the periodic table of the elements
 
D. I. Mendeleyev, the designer of space rocket systems, S. P. Korole
 
and the first Earth cosmonaut, Yu. A. Gagarin. One of the most note
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worthy craters on the reverse side was named in honor of the founder
 
of cosmonautics, K. E. Tsiolkovskiy and a number of craters near it
 
were named after figures of Soviet cosmonautics'and rocket building.
 
These are the craters Kondratyku, Langemak, Zhiritskiy, Babakin,
 
Dobrovolt skiy, Volkov and Patsayev.
 
The names of eminent-scientists from different fields of knowlede
 
geography and geology, mathematics and biology, astronomy and medi­
cine, physics and chemistry - have been immortalized in the named ob
 
jects on the reverse side of the moon. Thus, we see the craters Gy
 
Obruchev, Chebyshev, Mendel, Gertssprung, Gippocrat, Vavilov and
 
Butlerov on the map. The crater ChampoTfon reminds'one of the Frenc
 
scientist who discovered the secret of the ancient Egyptian hiero­
glyphics. The name of the leaders of the Russian around-the-world
 
expedition that discovered Antarctica is borne by the crater Bellinz
 
gauzen. The crater Baba preserves the memory of an eminent Indian
 
scientist who worked in the field of Auclear physics. The names of
 
the Hungarian mathematician BoL'yay, the German geophysicist Vegenel
 
the Dutch chemist Van't Hoff, the Soviiet geophysicist Krasovskiy, tY
 
American physicist Michaelson, and theCzedh physiologist PurkinJe
 
have been immortalized.
 
A number of craters were given the names of fiction writers who
 
depicted flights to the moon and'the lives oftits fantastic inhabitE
 
in their works. These are the Jules Verne, H. G. Wells, and Cyrano
 
de Bergerac craters. One of the large craters on-the dark side of
 
moon was named Apollo in memory of the-first real manned flight to
 
the moon (after the name of-the American mannedlunar'flight prograr
 
Several craters near Apollo bear the names of American astronauts ji
 
as a number of craters in the vicinity of Mare Moscoviense have beer
 
named after Soviet cosmonauts.
 
The list of names'approved-in 1970 basically includes the names
 
scientists who-lived4.in the lth'and 20th centuries, but contains
 
the names of scientists of antiquity'and-the middle ages. A small
 
crater identified by a crown of light rays of gigantic length was,
 
named Dzhordana Bruno. The names of.Chinese.astronomers of the fin
 
to fifth centuries, Chzhan Khena, Shi Shenya,,Tszu'Chun-Chzhi, the
 
British mathematician and astronomer.of the sixteenth-seventeenth
 
centuries, Thomas Harriot, who drew the most-ancient map of the mooi
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known to us and compiled according to telescopic observations1 have
 
been immortalized.
 
Two craters were named after heroes of ancient Greek mythology,
 
Daedalus and Icarus, one of whom made wings and the other flew towari
 
the sun on them. The myth of Icarus was realized before our eyes.
 
Man entered space, took the first steps on the moon, and his "eyes"
 
and "hands" (automatic stations) have reached the closest planets.-

The prophetic words of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy that mankind "first will
 
timidly step outside the limits of the atmosphere and will then con­
quer all space near the Sun" are becoming real. And the memory of
 
those who significantly facilitated this Is preserved in the names o
 
the gigantic ring-shaped mountatn-craters on our eternal satellite ­
the Moon.
 
The lists contain all of the names of objects located on the dark
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side of the moon (900 east longttude'-'l80 - 90. west longitude),
 
and approved at the XI, XII, XIV and-XV IAU General Assembliesin- ­
1961, 1964, 1970 and 1973:
 
In the first list, (p. 23), thd names of objects of relief are
 
arranged in Russian alphabetical order. Their Latin spelling and
 
coordinates are also indicated.
 
The second list (p. 3$ ) only gives the names of craters in-Latin
 
alphabetical order and indicates their Russian spelling.
 
Appendix I (p. 45) gives a list of names which require refinement
 
of the Latin spelling. Appendix 2 (p. 46 ) gives explanations of
 
the Russian transcription of certain names. Appendix 3 (p.'48) list
 
the craters whose coordinates need refinihg.
 
In the period of preparing the manuscript of'this work for pub­
lication, the "Atlas obratnoy storony-Luny" (Atlas of the Reverse
 
Side of the Moon), Part III was published. As an appendix,-the atle
 
lIn general, the most ancient map of th& moon that has come down to
 
our time is one compiled prior to 1603 by -U. Gilbert according to ob
 
servations made by the naked-eye [26, 27J. This map only.remotely
 
imparts the face of the moon, but it,already has several'names of re
 
gions of the lunar surface. Gilbert is better known as an.investi­
gator of terrestrial magnetism.
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contains information about scientists and technicians for whom crate
 
on the reverse side of the moon are named. In individual cases, the
 
Latin spellings of last names in the atlas differ from those cited i
 
this work. In this regard one should specially note that the offi­
cial IAU list published in the journal "Space Science Reviews" (1972
 
Volume 12, pp. 136-186) was the basis of Latin spelling. This list
 
includes the corrections and supplements ratified at the XV General
 
Assembly of the IAU (Sidney, 1973). The Latin spelling does not
 
always correspond to the IAU list 'in'th6 atlas.
 
.The absence of the names of Armstrong, Aldrin, Collins, Porter ar
 
Barabashov in our list listed in the atlas is because the first four
 
names pertain to the visible side, and the last one still has not
 
been approved by official decision of the IAU. Still a number of us
 
approved in 1970 have not been included in our listinasmuch as the
 
pertain to the libration zone of the visible hemisphere.
 
The basic task of the list cited in the atlas-was to give biogra­
phical information about scientists and technicians for whom the
 
craters are named. In connection with this, the question of trans­
scription of the names in the Russian language is not examined spe­
cially in the atlas and applicable to the goals of mapping the rever
 
side of the moon in a unitary system on the basis of a certain gene­
ral approach it is solved in our work.
 
The Chairman of the Commission of the Academy of Sciences of the
 
U.S.S.R. on naming the lunar formations,'Academician A. P. Vinogradc
 
gave a great deal of assistance in work on this book.
 
The authors consider it their accepted duty to express gratitude
 
to Professor B. Yu. Levin and to the Head of the Laboratory of Com­
paritive Planetology of GEOKhI of the Academy of Sciences,of the
 
U.S.S.R., K. P. Florenskiy, .for examining the manuscript and providi
 
additional material.and consultation.
 
During the development of the Russian variation of the names of
 
objects on the reverse side of the moon and also during preparation
 
of the Latin spelling of the Russian names, a great deal of assistar
 
was given by A. V. Superanskaya (the Institute of Linguistics of the
 
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.), G. P. Bondaruk (the-department
 
of Geographical Names of TsNIIGAiK), L. F. Rif and M. D. Drinevich
 
(the Department of Transcription of BSE) and N. B. Lavrova (the
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Library of the State Astronomical Institute imeni P. K. Shternberg),
 
to whom the authors also express their profound gratitude.
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LIST 1
 
Names of objects of relief on the reverse side of the moon (in Russi
 
alphabetical order).
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling, latitude longitude
 
Craters-

A66e t .; Abbe - .5301 
Ay-ab-Baa " Ab'Wafa . -i 2 Q 147 B 
ABnuenna 'i ±. .Avicenna -9 C. 97-3 
ABoraApo -. , Avogadr- C6.....64 165 B 
AzexHu -' T Alekhin- , - t -68[0 - 131 3 
Aab.B~pym AI-Biruni, • -1 48 C 93 B 
AMW1U .. '', Arnici 1; .10 172-3 
AHaepc . Anders 4210 144 3 
AnAepco,l Anderson -16i C ii7,B 
AHTomaVia , Antoniadi " , 69 1O 173,3,. 
AnoxxoH Apollo 35 10 155' ! 
Appemryc, Arrhenius, ' 55 1O 91 3 
ApTaMloHon ;. . ,Artarnonov 26 ,C 10,4 B 
ApteMwfe J , Artemtev' WOC 45 3i 
Ba6A 'Bhabba . 555 10. '165 3 
Ba6ikin i Babakin 201.1 1423 Bo 
BavAYmA 'Baklund f 16,.10 103 B. 
Bae, -Baldeti 54 JO 1513 
Bap6me -Barbier - 2t4 10 *58-B1 
BapukHg aep ; Barringer - 29 10 , 451 3 
Bapfeirbe -,Bartel§ .- -f 24 C- ;90 al 
BefleprnnK . Beijerin6k " -I -13i&' :452.aI 
Bei*epeaj9i'-, - BecIquerell 41 C 129 B 
Bea, - Bell .22.G t.97j3g; 
BeumnicraseH, : Bellinsgauzen '- 61 -10 '64"3 1 
Beaonobcimfi Belopolskii .48 10. -128 3 
BeabKOB- Belkovich * 62 C 88 B! 
BeareB Belyaev * 23'C 143 B 
Beprepa4iA Bergstrand 19 10 176 B 
Bepxnep. Berkner - 25 C 105 3 
Bepaare Berlage 64 io 164 3 
Be mapxc Be~va . 2 10 425 B , 
BtlcBa~aoT Buys-Ballot 21 C 175 B 
BapKemaA Birkeland 30 10 114 B 
-BpKxo4 *irkhoff 59 C 148 3 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
BNa)KKO Blazhko 3iC 14803 
Bo6one U Bobone 26 C '132 3 
Bos Bose 5410 170 3 
Bofiinb -Boyle 54 10 178 B 
BojmbhaH Boltzmann 74 tO 98 3 
BocaCHM Bolyai 34 10 125 'B -
Bopha- f - Borman 37 10 148 3 
Bpayapft Brouwer 36 10 125 3 
Bpafinl -' Brashear 74 10 172 3' 
BpeAHxHH Bredilkhin 17 C 158 3 
BpNwMqH Brxdgman 44 C '137"B 
BpyaHep,) Brunner 10 1O 91 B, 
Bpsrr ' Bragg 42 C 103 31 
ByTiepoB. Butlerov 12 C 110 3 
D~epgnee* -Bjerknes 3 113 B88 10 
Bs6oK * - Babcock 4 C 94 'B 
EIOI1ccoH' Buisson 1 10 113 B' 
Bmqdori Buffon 41'10 134 3 
BanIOB' Vavilov 1 10 139'3 
Banbe Vaher 7 C 174 B 
BaH-Beflk. Van-Wijk 63 tO 1'19 B 
Ban'-FeHT Van Gent 16 C 160 B 
i 	BawH y' Wah laHoo 11 10 139.-3 
Baane fpaa4) ** Van de Graaff 27 10 472 B 
BaH aen Eepr Van den Bergh 31 C 159 3 
BaH',e Baabc' - Van der Waals 44 10 '119 B'BaHWMaaneH Van Maanen 3 C i27 B 
Bau'PafinAl Van Rhijn 53 C 145 B 
BaHT'r6jNO Van't Hoff 62 C -132 3, 
Bamanjase Vashakidze 44 C 93 'B 
Be6ep" Weber 50 C 124 '3 
.BereHep Wegener - 45 C 113 3 
Bemlanhi Vesalius 3 10 115 B 
Begib " Weyl 16 C 120"3 
Beikcep Wexer -- 69 10 90 B 
Befimr-Mefilnee Vening-Mehiesz ' 0 163 B 
BeHTpHC Ventris 5 10 158' B 
BepniAclimfi Vernadskij 23 C 130 B 
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LIST 1 (continued) 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
BecTiJ! Vestine 340C 940 B 
BemrumKim Vetchinkin 10 C 131 B 
Bunsmen Vil'ev * 810 144 B 
BUAUSbTIHr Wilsing" 22 10 455 3 
Bunep Wiener 41 C 146 B 
BmuKcep Winkler 42 C 179 3 
Bnxep, Wiechert 84 10 165 B 
BoncoB Volkov 13 10 131 B 
BoaTbep Woltjer . 45 C 160 3 
BojbTeppa Volterra 57 C 134 B 
BocKpecencniii Voskresenskij 28 C 88 3 
ByA Wood 44 C 121 3 
rapHuon Gavrilov 47 C 131 B 
1arapun Gagarin 20 10 149 B 
FaoMcMIrl Gadowski 36 C 447 3 
ranya Galois 16 10 153 3 
raM Gum 40 10 89 B 
Famon Gamow 65 C 144 B 
SaUIcBlENIHT Ganswindf 79 TO 110 B 
raucKHfil Ganskij 10 10 97 B 
FapaBHro Garavito 48 O 157 B 
rapeeir - Harvey 19 C 147 3 
PapTMa Hartmann '3 C 135 B 
reirep 1 Geiger 14 10 158 B 
reHAepcou** Henderson 5 C 452 B 
Fepac iMonr4 Gerasimovich 2.3 10 124 3 
Fep6epT YeAnc H..O Wells 41 C 122 B 
repic6aic Gernsback 36 To 99 B 
Fepa Herfz -3 C - 404 B 
*FepUnpypii' Herfzsprung 0 129 3 
reTTOl ** Hutton 37 C 169-B 
runb6epr** Hilbert 18 10 108"B 
Frntuneb Ginzet 14 C 97 B 
FIrMOKpaT ** Hippocrates 71 C 146 3 
FI'a3eflaf Glazeriap 2 10 438 B 
FoJInImt Golitsyn * 25 10 105 3 
Foomu Golovin 40 C1 lO6B 
F0MPITPeoffmeister ll- 15_-C S1377B 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates

I
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
ro foy-g3an Kno Shou Ching 8oC 34 3 
Fpa$4f Graff 4310 88 3 
Fpaen, Grachev * 3 10 408.3 
rperopa - Gregory 2 C 127 B 
rpnrr -Grigg 13 C 430 3 
Fpinr Green 4 C 133 B­
rpnccoM, Grissom 48 10 149 3 
FpopHaH Grotrian 66 10 128 B 
rywnuK Guthnick 48 10 94 3 
FMiol* Guyot' 11 C 117 'B 
rmabcTpaHA Gullstrand 45 C 129 3 
Aafieon Dyson 61 C 421 3 
a'Aiahi6ep D'Alembert 52 C -1 164 B 
,Uariaon Danjon 1 10 123 B-41-

R-	 Dante 25 C 180.fan'e 
S ac Das 27 O 438,3 
J.e6afi Debye 50, C 1,77 3 
.1Ie2.aA Daedalus .6 £O 180, 
LealiaHAaep Dellinger 7 10 140 B 
'i8 10 121 B"
,1enuopT Delporte 
,temmc .Denning 46 10 143 B 
Se Pya De Roy 55 10 99 3 
Re. 'topecv ,DeForest 77 I '162 3 
Jte- Opa De Vries 20 177 3 
Deutsch 24 C 10 B. 
i Rl, rmep Jenner 4210 96 B 
,.KHHc Jeanes 5610 91 B 
Tiopnano BpyHo Giordano Bruno 36 C 103 B 
Xxcoym - Joule 27 C 144 3 
AM9CeoH Jackson - 22 C '63 3 
.tsaeByJMcxmHi Diiwulski .21 C 99 B 
Auipnxae Dirichlet 10 C 151. 3' 
,	.Lo6POBOJILCKHii ADobrovol'skij 13 10 129 B 
.lomiep Donner U 10 98 B 
Ionaep - Doppler 13 10 160 3 
AOyCOH D]awson 67 10 134 3 
'ApariAeH Dryden 33 fO 157 3 
,Ipeilep Dreyer - 10 C 97 B 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters 
.1pyAe Drude 39010 913 
flyrnac Douglass 35 C 122 3 
FLyHep Duner 45 C 179 B 
Ilbloap Devar 3 10 166 B 
DBUCCOR Davisson 88 10 175 B 
Aral Dugan 65 C 103 B 
.flie Dufay 5 C 170 B 
EBAOKMR,10 Evdokimov 35 C 153 3 
)KurhIoHJnII Zsigmondy 59 C 105 
)Kulpnum nf Zhiritskij * 25 10 120:B 
)Koauo Joliot 26 C 94'B 
)KyRoBcKHiR Zhukovskij 8 C 167 3 
)Kio Bepn 
3afiAeab 
Jules Verne 
Seidel 
36 10 
33 10 
146 B. 
152 B' 
3aucTpa Zanstra 3 C 124 B" 
3eeiaw Zeeman 75 [0 135 3 
3emmncimil Zeiinskij 29 10 167. 
3enrep Saenger 4 C 102 B 
*SephnKe Zernike 18 C 168 B 
3IuenTor4 Siedentopf 22 C 135 B 
3o, wiepembw Sommerfeld 65 C 163 3 
3yuAi aH Sundman 11 C 93 3 
HG IOi'yc "lbr Yunus 14 C 91 B 
HUe.nbcoH Idel'spn 82 JO 114 B 
l)KaK.zsak .23 10 1l7 
MKap" . - Icarus 6- 1S.173 3 
Muranic Ingalls 26 C 153 3 
Himec - Innes -- 7-28C . 119 B 
Ho1o4e lofie -- 15 10 129 3 
Ka6a-u Cabannes 61 10 171 3 
Ka~wopu Cajori 48 10 168 B 
KanepiAnur Oiiec_ Kamerlingh Onnes '15 C 116 3 
Ka aumutapo Cannizzaro -55 C 100 3 
KaHTop Cantor 38 C 118 B 
Kaluep Carver 43 10 j27 B 
Kapno Carnot 52 C 144 3 
Kapnululcli Karpinskij 73 C 166 B 
Kaccerpeu Kassegrain 52 [0 113 B 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
Karajnaa Catalan 46010 8703 
KamaxmcKHfi . Katchalsky 6 C 116 B 
KeKyxe KekuI6 - 16 C 138 3 
Ke ie Qu~telet 43 C 135 3 
Kn6axb,4q Kibal'chich * 2 C -47 3 
KHAJITIy.- Kidinnn" 36 C 123 B 
l(naep.. 1 Keefer - 10 10 162 B 
Kim'ypa Kimura 57 10 118 B 
KHHr King 5 C 120 B, 
KHPKB A Kirkwood _ 69 C -157 3 
KHpoHc -Kearons 12 10 113 3 
KsiapK. 'Clark "38 [0 119 B 
KnefliMeHoB Klejmenov 33 10 141 3 
KAIOT Klute 37 C 142,3 
Ko6seHu. Coblentz 38 10 126 B 
KoBaaeBcKaa Kovalevskaya * - 3C 129 3 
KOBajibexiaf Koval'skij 22 10 101 B 
KOKpO4nT Cockeroft . - 30 C 164 3 
KoJ bxpcTep Kolhbrster 10 C 114 3 
KobmoTTep 'Koblschfitter 15 C 154 '13 
KoMapoB. Komarov 25 C 153 B 
KoNmroi Compton 56 C 105 B 
KOMp1i Comrie 23 G 113 3 
KOMOTOK Comstock 21 C 122, 3 
Konrpis. Congreve 0 168 3 
KoHapaTK Kondratyuk * 15 1O 115 B 
KOHCTaHTHIIHOB Konstantinov 20 C 159 B 
Kon$*q Kof 17 10 90 3 
Kopnoawc Cdtiolis 0 172 B 
KopoaeB Korolew 5 10 157 3 
KOCTHHCKHfi Kostinskij 14 C 118 B 
Kox Koch 43 10 150 B 
KpaMepc Kramers 53 C 128 3 
KpacoBcxjn Krasovskij 4 C 176 3 
KpehsoHa Cremona 67 C 90 3 
KpeTLe Chrdtien 47 1O 163 B 
KpOKKO Crocco 47 10 150 B' 
KpohilsemlH Crommelin 68 10 147 3 
- T 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters 
KpyKc Crookes 11010 16503 
KpIOB Krylov 35 C 167 3 
KyrAep Kugler 53 1O 104 B 
KyAHK Kulik 42 C 455 3 
Kyon Coulomb '54 C 115 3 
Kynep Cooper 53 C 176 B 
KypnaTOB 
K3 ;n6eia *t 
Kurchatov * 
Campbell -
.38 C 
45 C 
142 B 
425 B 
Klopn Curie 23 1O 92 B 
JfaBelA * Lovell - .39 10 149 3 
JaBnefic Lovelace 82 C 107 3 
JIafibaH Lyman 65 [0 162 B 
J-aKKmmI Lacchini 41 C 107 3 
Jramrnaia Lampiand 31 to 119 B 
JIaHremaK Langemak 10 10 119 B 
JlaI Aay Landau - 42 C 119 3 
JIanKeBeH Langevin 44"C 162B 
Jlaphtop Larmor 32 C 180 
JlaypHTceu Lauritsen 27 1O 96 B 
Jiayq Laue . -28C 97 3 
MJegeAeR Lebedev 48 10 108 B1 
JIe6enmcKnA Lebedinski] 8 C 165 3 
JleneHryK Leeuwenhoek - 30 10 179 3 
fleni--IMBHiTa Levi-Civita 24 10 -143 B 
JIenKnnn Leucippus 29 C 116 3 
Jefl Ley A43 C 154'B 
JRefi6nu. Leibnitz 38 10 178 B 
.Iefir - Lane 9 10 132 B 
Jefiuep** - Leuschner - 1 C 109 3 
JlemeTp Lemaitre 62 10 150 3 
Jlenruop Langmuir 6 10 129 3 
RMena Lenz "'" 3.C 102 3 
Jleonon Leonov -19 C 1- 48 B 
-JlotT**. Leavitt - 46 1O 140 3 
JlIii6aaA Lindblad 70 C 99 3 
Jhl'Ke Litke 17 [0 123 B 
Jlo6aieciciii Lobachevskij 10 C 113 B 
Jlo;unujrf Lodygin 18 [0 147 3 
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LIST 1 (continued) 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude 
Craters 
JIOMOHOCOB - Lomonosov.. 7......20C 93°B 
Jiopemi Lorentz . 34 C 100 3 
i Joysan 
JlyKpemfiA 
Lowell 
Lucretius 
4310 
9 10 
103 3 
421 3 
, 
JIyH MapK . 
JlbIoHjC ' * " 
13M6 -
Lundmark 
Lewis 
Lamb 
. 
33 1O 
9 1o 
4310 
452-B 
444 3 
401 B 
[JlBurmn Ludwig . 10 97 B 
JI- B Love 6.A0 129 B 
Maimeabcon Michelson - 6 C 421 3 
MaK-Keiaap MaKellar 16 10 171 3 
MaK-Jlaoanjm McLaughlin 47 C 93 3 
MaK-MaT McMath 45 C 167 3 
Mak-Haaa McNally . 22 C 127 3 
MaKcneim Maxwell 30 C 99 B 
MaXcyTOB Maksutov 41 10 469 3 
MaAmlf Malyi 22 C 105 B 
MangeAbwTam Mandel'shtam 61C 162 B 
MapnoTT 
mapKomh 
Mariotte 
Marconi 
29 10 
9 10 
440 3 
145 ]B 
MapuH 
MaywRep 
Marci 
Maunder . 
22 C 
14 10 
169 3 
94 3 
Max Mach -318 C- 149 3 
Merrepc - Meggers :24 C 423 B 
Meoenuea Mezentsev. 72 C 429 3. 
Mei4wiep - Meitner 14 10- 113 B 
- MegeaeeB 
MeHieam 
Mendeleev 
Mendel .. 
- 6 C 
49 10 
14 B 
110 3 
Meppuza Merrill 74 C 116 3 
MemuHxon Mechnikov 11 0 449 3 -
MemepCKufl Meshcherskij 42 C 425 B 
M 6nyc M6bius 46 C 104 B 
MHa Mees * - 4 C 96 3 
MHuacoBHm Milankoviii 77 C 170 B 
MNpuurKeH Millikan 47 C 421 B 
MHwc Mills 9 C 456 B 
Munff Milne 31 1O 143 B 
MuHp - Mineur 25 C 162 3 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling 'latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
Minkowski 56010 14503 
MHHrapT Minnaerl 
 67 1O 179 BSMiTpa Mitra 18 C 155 3Moana Moseley 21 C 90 3
 
MonceeB Moiseev 9 C 103 B,
 
Mourojibie Montgolfier 47 C 160 3;Mopee Morse 22 C 175 3 
Mopoon Morozov 5 C 127 BMoxopoBqniq Mohorovi~i6 19 10 165 3 
MyJbTon Moulton 61 U0 97 B
'Myp 
.Moore 37 C 178 3Haraoaa Nagaoka 20 C 154 B 
HanceH Nansen 81 C 93 B' 
Haccay Nassau 25 10 177 BHeflmaA Nijland 33 C 134 BHepicT Nernst 35 C 95 B 
Heyhiunn Neujrin 27 [0 125 B 
HETep N6ther 66 C 114 3 
HinKojaen Nikolaev* 
 35 C 151 B 
HIIKOCOH Nicholson 26 10 85 3Hucuma ** Nishina 45 10 171 3LHo6en, Nobel 15 C 10t 3'' 
Hy~tepoB Numerov 711O 161 3 
Hyn- Nunn 
-4 --
C 91 B
1 Hytua 
-Null '"- k32 C f 167 B 
Hhenc Ni~pce 
- .. 72 C .120 3 
O6py0e Obruchev*' 
- 39 10 162 B 
O'.efi
en O'Day 31 10 157 BO Alden - 2410 Ili BO, Olcoti 20 C 117 B 
OATep Alter 19 C 108 3 
Ob Ohm. 18 C -114 3"Ohiap Xafbi 
- Omar Khayyam-
- 58 C 102 
OnneureffMep Oppenheimer 160 335 I0 
OpeM Oresme 
-43 10 693 
OpnoB Orlov 26 [0 175 3 
OcTBaAbA Ostwald if C 122 B 
flanJIon Pavlov 28 10 142 B
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
flae7r Paneth .630C 9503 
FlaHHeIyx Pannekoek 4 10 140 B 
flanaaeKcH Papaleksi 10 C 164-B 
fapacKeBonymoc - Paraskevopoulos .50 C 150 3 
'lapauenbc Paracelsus 23 10 163 B. 
flap naro Parenago 26 C 109 3 
.fapIxCpcT Parkhurst 34 10 103 B 
flapconc Parsons 37 C . 171 3 
FlaCTep Pasteur 12 10 105,.B 
faym Pauli 45 10 136 B 
flauaeB PatsaeV 17 10 133 B 
I*famen Paschen 14 10 141 3 
lepeabmtau Perel'man 24 10 . 106 B 
flepenenMH Perepelkin iO 10 128 B 
rlepraH Perkin 47 C 176 3 
rleppafla Perrine 42 C 129 3 
rIeTpQB Petrov 61 10 '88 B 
flerponaaocKcHfi, Petrcpavlovskij 37 C 15 3 
fleTTT Pettit 27 10 86 3 
lenanab Petzval 63 10 113 3 
fns Pease 13 C 106 3 
flHpKe Pirquet 20 10 140 B 
flwrpl Petrie 45 C 108 B 
mnuueT Pizzetti 35 10 119 B 
InaaMMep Plummer 25 [0 155 3 
flaaHK Planck 5810 135 B 
flaacKeTT Plaskett 82 C 175 B 
HorcoH Pogson 42 10 11 B 
[loi Pawsey 4"4C- 145 B 
HOfiHTHur Poynting 17 C 133 3­
fOlayH6B Polzunov 26 C 115 B 
rlonon Popov 17 C 99 B 
fIparep Prager 4 fO 431 B 
flpagrnb Prandtl 60 10 141 B 
flpHTA Priestly 57 10 108 B 
flyanKape Poincar6 57 10 161 B 
fyaHco Poinsot 79 C 145 3 
flypxKube Purkyne, 1 10 95 B 
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LIST 1 (continued) 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
Pa3yho - Razumov, 390 C 1403
 
Niile Ryet 45 C 44 B
 
PairiMoo. Raimond 44 C - 159 3 
Palm Racah 1.4 10 180 
Pal * 4 Ramsay 40 10 445 B 
Pelmi en Rbntgen . 33 C 92 3 
Pntepr Rydberg 47 10 96 3 
p, Riedel 49 10 440 3 
PmuKKO . Ricco 75 C 477 B 
PHTTeuxayc Rittenhouse 74 10 107 B 
PITR Ritz 15 10 92 B 
Po 6epTc Roberts 71 C 475 3 
Po6epTcoin Robertson 22 C 405 3 
PO) AecTBeinciir Rozhdestvenskij 86 C 155 3 
Poyimrn Rowland 57 C 463 3 
Por Roche 42 10 435 B 
l)YItpop,' Rumford 29 10 170 3Pbual Rynin " 47 C 404 3 
Psjier Rayleigh 29 C 90 B 
CapToro Sarton 49 C 421 3 
Caxa Saha 210 103 B 
Cuaun Swann 52 C 12 "B 
Cerepe Segers 47 C 428 B 
Cefii4)epT -- Seyfert 29 C 14 B 
CeTlnlfAo "-*** St. John 40 C -50 B 
Cepmuc ifl Sierpifiski 27 10 455 B 
CCqeiiot Sechenovt 7 10 443 3 
Cupano Re BepxepaK Cyrano de Bergerac 20 10 157 B 
Cupe Scares 74 C 145 B 
CucaKflI Sisakyan * 41 C 409 B 
CKala-ep Scaliger 27 10 '109 B 
(UxvoaoncKan Sklodowska 48 1O 96 B 
Ciim,enaepyn Schjellerup 69 C 157 B 
CsAai(JeP Slipher 49 C 160 B 
Cio1AyxoncgUCfl Smoluchowski 60 C 97 3 
C11HADUKafi Sniadecki 22 10 169 3 
Cowuep ** Sumner 37 C 409 B 
Ciincep IWoic Spencer- Jones 13 C 466 B 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitLde longitude
 
Craters
 
Cnxpy XapeT Spiru Hare" 59I0 17603 
CTed6HHc Stebbins 65 C 143 3 
CTeKJiOB Steklov 37 10 105 3 
CreHo Steno 33 C 162 B 
CTeTcoH Stetson 40 10 419 3 
CTeqaiP". Stefan 46 C 109 3 
CTojieTOB Stoletov 45 C 155 3 
CTOBa Stoney 56 1O 156 3 
CTpaTron Stratton 6 10 165 B 
CTp Mrpen Str6mgren 22 10 133 3 
Cy66oTm Subbotir 29 t0 135 B 
CwlAapA * Szilard 34 C 106 B 
CsH4op, Sanford 32 C 3- o39 
Tefilcepaa e Bop Teisserene de Bort 32 C 137 3 
Tea BpyrrenKaTe "* Ten Bruggencate 9 1O 134 B 
Tepemanona, Tereshkova* 28 C 145 B 
Tecaz Tesla 38 C 125 B 
Tnmir Tiling 52 10 132 3 
THJI Thiel 40 C 134 3 
TmnIpsiseB Tirniryazev * 5 10 147 3 
TaH aab Tyndal l 35 1O 117 B 
Tnccen Thiessen - 75 C 169 3 
TeTO Titov 28 C 151 B 
Tnxoa - Tikhov . 62 C 172 B 
TnXOMHpoB* Tikhomirov - 25 C 162 B 
Tmmyc . Titius 27 10 101 B 
Tomeon Thomson 33 10 166 B 
Tpainaep ** Trumpler 28 C 168 B 
yaWyld -. 1.4o 98 B 
Yafrr White 45 10 160 3 
Yao Houzean 28 10 424 3 
YHHJoK Winlock 35 C 106 3 
YoKep Walker 26 10 162 3 
YoTepxiPA Waterman ., 26 10 428 B 
YOTCOH Watson .. 63 10 124 3 
$Da6p. • Fabry 43 C 101 B 
4
'aymep F.owler 43 C 145 3 
fen'yi'eb4 45 To 105 3 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
OIeoKTIIC-roB _Feoktistov___30C 40OB 
4epMn Fermi 20 10 122 B 
cDepcMail Fersman 18 C 126 3 
'DeceUxOB Fesenkov 23 10 -135 B 
4'exuiep Fechner - 59 10 125-B 
01 0 Fizeau 58 10 133 3 
,Pnpcoa Firsov 4 C 112 B 
PHnu~AepanA 
-Fitzgerald 27 C 172 3 
''.neiumr Fleming 45 C 409 B 
Doxac Focas 34 10 94 3 
SPOKC Fox . -0 9S.B 
't'ou Aep flanen Von der Pahlen 25 10 13 3 
'¢oHKap.ra Von Khrmm 45 10 476 B 
(Don Hei au * Von Neumann 40 C 153 B 
Po. tefhinenb ** Von Zeipel 42 C 142 3 
4'ocTep Foster 23 C 142 3 
4'paix Froelich 80 C 10 3 
'PpuAiall Fridman 13 10 127 3 
lperu nx Freundlich 25 C 471 B 
CpoCT 1Frost 37 C 119 
Xaren Hagen 48 10 135 B 
XappsoT * Harriot 33 C i14 B 
XaTanaKa Hatanaka 29 0 122 3 
XBoamcon Chwol'son 14 10 112 B 
XeBcarfA Heaviside 41 10 167 B 
Xeia Hale 47 10 s0 B 
Xefinaue Heymans 75 C 144 3 
,XeRopf. Hayford - 13 C 476 3 
Xeu6epr , Helberg 22 C 102 3 
XeuApHfKc 'Hendrix 48 10 161 3 
Xem Henyey 43 C 152 3 
Xece Hest 5410 474 B 
X1urn Healy 32 C 11 3 
Xipaswi Hirayama 6 10 93 B 
Xorr Hogg 34 C 122 B 
XoneeK 28 10 151 BIHoletschek 
XoNian ** - Hohmann 48 10 94 3 
lau.ep Tsander 5 C 149 3 
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LIST 1 (continued)
 
coordinates
 
Russian spelling Latin .spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
1epacIfl Tseraskij - 49010 1410B 
L4ay -yH-MK - . Tsu Chung-Chi 17 C 1414 B 
Itnurep Tsinger 57 C 176 B 
R, KomOBCKfil Tsiolkovskij " 20 O 129 B 
-aT Chant . 4110 110 3 
11armirn'a Chaplygin - 6 10 150 B 
Marmeji Chappell 55 C 177 3 
-a(4xj Chaffee 39 10 155 3 
L-e6uiweB. Chebyshev 3 13354 10 3 
,IeM6epJiH Chamberlin 59 10 96 B 
LeHAaiep Chandler 44 C 171 -B 
I-Ienien Chapman 50 C 101 3 
4epHniues Chernyshev w 47 C 474 B 
qmai Xn Chang Heng 49 C 142 B 
T
-ocep Chaucer 3 C "140 3 
Ilain: Shajn * 33 C 472B 
mlaMnOJIbOH Champollion 37 C 175 B 
mlaplbe Charlier 36 C 132 3 
ifiaponoa Sharonov 13 C 173 B 
iLfaTaaOB " Shatalov * 24 C 140 B 
fflaqapxmx flafaNk to C 177 B 
fIfaapur[nZwA Schwarzschild 71 C 120 B 
fU6e-pe - Schaaberle 26 10 147 B 
HJI1qeabA Schnfeld 45 C 98 3 
mUH ilub "M Shi Shen 76 C 105 B 
llaeHulrep I Schlesinger 47 C 138 3 
UlalnmMa ** Schliemann 2 10 455 B 
mleJiiiep Schnel ler - 42 C 164 3 
* one Chauvenet 12 10 437•  1 B 
mopp .' Schorr 4 O 90 8- 1. 9 
- fl1p Aimrep, Schrbdinger 75 .10 133 B 
tllTapK Stark 7 C 179 B 
mTefin Stein 7 C 179 B 
fIITepH6epr Sternberg 19 C 117 3 
mITHpMep Stbrmer '57 C j45 B 
mUycTep Schuster 4 C 147 B 
2 SaaHc Evans 10 10 134 3 
9epmeA Evershed 36 C 160 3 
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LIST 1 (end)
 
coordinates
 
JRussian Spelling Latin spelling latitude longitude
 
Craters
 
SAncoM Edison 250C 100°B 
SfiXMaH Eijkman 63 10 142 3 
-rmnxobeii Binthoven 5 10 110 B 
SflTKeH Aitken 17 10 173 B 
DA,, "' Elvey 9 C 101 3 
Saaep~ian Ellerman 26 10 121 3 
9ieon Ellison 55 C 408 3 
9,NAen Emden 63 C 176 3 
3HreAitrapAT Engel'gardt 5 C 159 3 
Sao-rfle,pa - Esnault-Pelterie 47 C 442 3 
SWITOH €' -, Appleton 37 C 158 B 
3prnix Ehrlich 41 C 172 3 
9ppo Erro 6 C 98 B 
SCram Espin 28 C 109 B 
9TBEl 16tv6s 36 10 134 B 
16JOMKOB Yablochkov $ 61 C 127 B 
5lMaMoTO Yamamoto 59 C 161 B 
Seas (Mares)
 
Mope BocTonoe Mare Orientale 45-25 10 92-101 3 
Mope MeuT, ' Mare Ingenil 30-40 10 159-170 B 
Mope MOeKBbl Mare Moscoviense 20-30 C 442-152 B 
Mope lmoexoo Mare Australe 30-60 10 70-110 B 
Mountains (Montes)
 
K-pAlbePlb! -lontes Cordillera 5-35 IO 78-110 3 
CKaA,,came ropbl' lontes Rook 8-30 10 84-105 3 
Valleys (Valles)
 
floinxa TaanKa Vallis Planck 50-63 10 122-128B 
floari,,a 1pbnAUrepa Vallis Scbr6dinger 60-67 10 100-110 B 
Note: 	One asterisk in the list notes names explained in Appendix 1;
 
two asterisks - in Appendix 2, and three - in Appendix 3.
 
The spelling "Gory Ruk" that exists on the Soviet maps is an
 
incorrect transcription of the Latin Montes Rook. The latter
 
is the Latinization of the English "Rocky Mountains" (a mountair
 
range in North America). This name traditionally has a trans­
lated form on geographical maps - Skalistyye gory.
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LIST 2 
(in Latin alphabetical
Names of craters on the dark side of the moon 

order).
 
Abbe A66e Blazliko Bna mKo, 
Abul Wafa A6y-a-Baja Bobone Bo6one 
Aitken SATKeH Boltzmann Boa wai.
A1-Biruni Ahg-ipyin Bolyai BOajbM 
Alden . Ojfen Borman BopmaI 
Alekhin AnEmcu Bose Bose 
Alter Oirrep Boyle FoTIJb 
Amici AMHqH Bragg Bparr 
Anders AnAepa Brashear Bpamip 
Anderson "AiAepcou Bredikhin "EpeANfxin 
Antoniadi A oiTonwaau Bridgman EpIAXW*al 
Apollo Anowjioji Brouwer Bpaysp 
Appleton SI ATOH Brunner SpynHep 
Arrhenius Appeinyc Butfon Biotdqou 
Artamonov ApraIono Buisson BonHccoji 
Artem'ev ApTeuben Butlerov ByTnepon 
Avicenna Amineulia Buys-Ball6t EFiIc-BauIOT 
Avogadro Anora.i.po Cabanues lKa6ami 
Babakin Ba~ajui Cajori .Ka.Mopn 
Babcock B6KOK Campbell - KSm6eanL 
Baklund BaKaynA Cannizzaro Kanuntapo 
Baldet BanbAe Cantor KaHrop 
Barbier Bapdbe Carnot Kapuo 
"Barringer BappiniAntep Carver Kapnep 
Bartels Bapreme Cassegrain Kaccerpen 
- Becquerel BeKKepeAb Catalan KaTaanH 
Be~va Beqsapwn Chaffee la(cPl 
Beijerinck beflepunmc Chamberlin- qem6epaI 
Bel'kovich BeabKoMMu . Chainpollion U1a1MnoJboII 
Bell Ben Chandler Llewnaep 
.Bellinsgauzen BesArlucrayseu Chang Heng thiiau Xsu 
Belopol'skij Beonoibucnfi Chant Tlaur 
Belyaev BejuieB Chaplygin tlanbnrll 
Bergstrand BeprcTpaIa Chapman Ilenmen 
Berkner Bepxtep Chappell tIannena 
*Berlage Bepxare Charlier - lWiapAbe 
Bhabba Ba6il Chaucer tIlocep 
Birkeland Bnpiceaaun. Chauvenet iloneue 
Birkhoff bilpizxOf, Chebyshev tc6biwen 
Bjerknes Bxepxiiec Chernyshev tlepbnueJ 
,-QINAL PAGE IS
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LIS!T 2 (continued) 
Dryden eH
Chrtien KpeXheAH Apafti 

Chiol'son XBOeoH Dufay pAofie" 
Clark - KaapK 'Dugan aran 
Coblentz KoNIeHUa Dun& Ulyaep U 
Cockcroft 'KoKpo04T Dyson akcou -
Compion KoMUToH Dztewulski .Useoymcli"ff ­
'Comrie KoMPH Edison 3jncon r-' 
Comstock rONICTOK Ebrlich 9psnix
 
Congreve -- oHrpnB Eijkman "EflxMan
 
Cooper Kynep Einthoven DArMxogen
 
Coriolis Kopuoae Ellerman *SsJ"ephian. 
Coulomb. Ky~now Ellison 9xacon 
Cremona,' "tKpeMona- - Elvey ' 9AS I 
Crocco KpoKKO 'Emden DM~eH 
Crommelin, 'KpoMMelnn Engel'gardt n9teabrapgT, ' 
Crookes KpyKc *- -Ebtvbs 5mB~u - . 
Curie Kopu Erro 9ppo 
Cyrano de 'Ber- Cupao Ae-'Bep- Esnaut-P'elte ue-H-feJb'pH 
gerac -)KepaK - ie -
Daedalus -eda Espin Scuna 
D'Alembert A'AiaMiep Evans Suanc
 
Danjonr- " .EaroKoH . Evdokimov EuAoRRMoB"
 
Dante !],anme 2 Everslied. Sn1epmeK - -

Das t flac Fabry" (a 6prr
 
Davisson . isBuCcoH Feehrner (Dexnep
 
Dawson AOyCOH - Fen'y. Tqebn
 
Debye 'LAe6ari Feoktistov 'eoKTCTOB
 
De Forest fleDopecr, Fermi - 'ctiepMfj
 
Dellinger .eJVaRnuAep Fersmafi- " epcsian -

Delporte 7 LenbnopT , Fesenkov OceeniKoB
 
Denning - aeHi- " Firsov c0npCoi,
 
De Roy- ae Pya - Fitzgerald" - DiwakepaA
 
Deutsch tI, i - Fizeau -a. o '
 
De Vries - fe 'pui T leifitg'- (OJIeMHHr-
Dewar imoap Focas cDoeac 
Dirichlet ELnpHxa& Foster 'l'cTep 
Dobrovolkslij Lo6posonbcxnil Fowlef'""' caynep F 
Donner - Ioaep"' Fox- C•c - - -
Doppler Uonep 2 Freundlich- Opeiiniarx 
Douglass a-yrAac Fridman .pimia . 
Dreyer Zpefie Froelich ODplarx 
Drude - Zlpyge Frost Opoer 
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LIST 2 (continued)
 
Gadomski 
Gagarin 
Galois 
Gamow 
Ganskij 
Ganswindt 
Garavito 
Gavrilov 
Geiger 
Gerasimovieh 
Gernsback 
Ginzel 
Giordano Bru-
no 
Glazenap 

Golitsyn 
Golovin 

Grachev 

Graft 

Green 
Gregory 
Grigg 

Grissom 

Grotrian 

Gullstrand 

Gum 

Guthnick 

Guyot 

Hagen 

Hale 

Harriot 

Hartmann 

Harvey 

Hatanaka 

I Hayford 
I Healy 
Heaviside 
Helberg 
Henderson 
Hendrix 
Henyey 
Hertz 
raaoMcxuii 
Farapin 
Faaya 
FaMOB 
rawcmrnd 
raCBHAT 
FapasnTo 
raspnsio 
refrep 
repacmoaH'l 
repnc6ax 
Thmuenb 
.flfcopAaHo-Bpy-
HO 

Fiaaenanl 

Fomnubm 
FojiOiui 

FpaqeB 

rpaO4 

rpnH 

rperopn 

rpnrr 

Fpnccom 

- FporpRau 
rMAbcTpaw, 
ram 
FyTmHK 

rofid 

-Xareu 
Xeita -
Xappor " 
raprMaU 
rapBner 
XaraHaxa 
Xeflhopt 
Xmin 
XeBHcafA 

Xea6epr 

FewAepcow 

XewApHKC 

Xenbn 

repu 

Hertzsprung repnwnpyHr 
Hess Xecc' 
Heymans , Xeiiaitc 
Hilbert rHb6epT 
Hippocrates FHUnoKpaT 
Hirayama Xupama -
Hofftieister Foimreficrep 
Hogg Xorr 
Hohmann XoNfan 
Holetsebek XoneleK 
Houzeau Yao 
Hutton FerTou 
Ibo Yuous H6H IOuyc 
Icarus HKap 
Idel'son HIiemCou 
Ingalls Hnraiic 
Innes Himec 
Ioffe Ho4 e 
lzsak H=aK 
Jackson ,xaxKCOr 
Jeans "RIIHe C 
Jenner Jsemiep 
Joliot XKonuo 
Joule ,jKOynb 
Jules Verne )Kroab Bepu 
Kamerlingh KaMepanur OH-
Onnes Hec 
Karpinskii KapnHcHrf 
Katchalsky KaqaJmeKurf 
Kearons KnpoHc 
Keeler Kaep 
Kekul6 Kezyie 
Kibal'chich Ku6anhuq[q 
Kidinnu KnATnny 
Kimura Kmiypa 
King KHnr 
Kirkwood KIXpKBYA 
KIelmenov K fCtMeHOB 
Klute Ksnor 
Koch Kox 
Kohlschtitter KoAbmorbrl!" 
Kolhbrster Kobx~pcrep 
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LIST 2 (continued)
 
Komarov Ko ,apon Lobachbevskii Jlo6aeucKai
Kondratyak KoHApavoK Lodygin JloAbirun 
Konstantinov KonICTanTROB Lomonosov JRohionocoB 
Kopff Kont Lorentz Jlopenq 
Rorolev Kopones Love JTHB 
Kostinskif KoCTIcKInfl Lovelace JlaBueic 
Kovalevskaya KoBajeBcKaa Lovell JRaaenjn 
Koval'skij KoBalbchif Lowell Jloysju 
Kramers KpaMepc Lucretius JlyKpeIxHrf 
Krasovskij KpacOBCKnfl Ludwig JhoABar 
Krylov Kpw'oB Lundmark JlyriMapK 
Kugler Kyraep Lyman JIaiman 
Kulik KynRK Mach Max 
Kuo Sbu Ching ro Illoy-ugnn Maksutov MaKCyTOR 
Kurchatov Kyp aron Malyi Mairf 
Lacchini JlaKKaHn Mandel'shtam MawtAenMIraN 
Lamb JRah6 Marc! Mapna 
Lampiand J~aitnauA Marconi Mapxou 
Landau JlaHAay Mariotte MapioTr 
Lane JAefin Maunder MayHtep 
Langemak JianiehaK Maxwell MaKCBeJI 
Langevin Jian)KeBae McKellar MaK-Kennap 
Langmuir JlenrNop McLaughlin MaK-Jaqnnn 
Larmor Jlap.iop McMath MaK-MaT 
Lane Jlaya McNally MaK-Hanrun 
Lauritsen JlaypFIrcen Mecitikov . MeqaniKoB 
Leavitt JInBITT Mees M3 
Lebedev JIe6eAe" Meggers Merrepc 
Lebedinskij Jle6eauncrul Meitner MeAiwnep 
Leemvenhoek JIeBeuryx Mendel MeHJe 
Leibnitz. JleA6mig' Mendeleev MeugeaeeB 
Lemaitre J'eierp Merrill Meppun 
Lenz -Jleiu. Meshcherskij MeiaepcKnu 
Leonov Jieonon Mezentsev Meen1CeB 
Leueippus .eBann M,icbelson MafiKeAbCoH 
Leuschner JieflimHep Miilankovi MnanKoBoq 
Levi-Civita Jlen-qinw~ra Millikan MrjiuiKen 
Lewis JdblOlat Mills Mujjjc 
Milne M n"
Ley Rl 
Lindblad - JhAnA6naA " Mineur MHH6p 
Litke JAlutrCe Minkowski MiiiiOicii 
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LIST 2 (continued)
 
Minnaert MHaapT 
Mitra MnTpa 
Mibius Wr6nye 
MohoroviUi ,Moxoponqrl 
Moiseev MowceeB 
Montgolfier MouroAb4me 
Moore Myp 
Morozov MOpOSOB 
Morse Mopae 
Moseley MoAI 
Moulton MyabTOH 
Nagaoka HaraoKa 
Nansen HauceH 
Nassau Haccay 
Nernst HepHCT 
Neujmin HeyfiM 
Nicholson HnKOACOH 
Niepce Hbenc 
Nijland Heftawar 
Nikolaev HsKojiaeB" 
Nishina, -lacHna 
Nobel Ho6e, 
N6ther H Tep 
Numerov HyNtepoB 
Nunn HynH 
Null Hymab 
Obruchev O6pyqeB 
O'Day O'gefl 
Ohm Om 
Olcott OAKOrT 
Omar Khayy- OMap XaiiSIM 
am 
Oppenheimer Onnenreikiep 
Oresme Opem 
Orlov - OpaIoB 
Ostvald OcTaajwE 
Paneth flaner 
Pannekoek FIanueKyK 
Papa leksi flananencu 
Paracelsus . fapaueae 
Paraskevopou- -1apacKeaonyaoc 
los 

Parenago 

Parkhurst -
Parsons 

Paschen 

Pasteur 
Patsaev 
Pauli 
Pavlov 
Pawsey 
Pease 

Perel'man 
Perepelkin 
Perkin 
Perrine 
Petrie 
Petropavlov-
skij 
Petrov 
Pettit 
Petzval 

Pirquet 

Pizzetti 
Planck 

Plaskett 
Plummer 
Pogson 

Poincar6 
Poinsot 

Polzunov 
POpOV 
Poynting 
Prager 

Prandil 
Priestly 
Purkyne 

Qudtelet 
Racah 
Rainiond 
Ramsay' 
Rayet 

Rayleigh 
Razumov 
rlapenaro 
lapKxpcT
 
flapcouc 
flameu 
rlacTep 
riauaeB
 
7fayau 
laBjioB
 
floau 
fIHa 
flepeAbMaH 
flepeneixuu 
flepKHl 
fleppafin 
FlnpiT 
HeTponaBnJO1­
cimrf 
fleTpoB 
fleTTnT
 
fleunajb 
lnpxe 
flmznueTTH 
I'.amc
 
flaaCKeTT
 
fIIamzep
 
1ForcoH 
FlyanKape 
flyanco 
fl0nynoB 
flonoB 
floffInir 
fiparep 
fipaHngab 
frlpHcrar 
flypnmbe 
Kerae
 
PaKa
 
PafirloHt
 
Pamaafi
 
Pahe 
Paneki
 
PasyMon 
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LIST 2 (continued) 
Ricco 
Riedel 

Rittenhouse 
Ritz 
Roberts 
Robertson 
Roche 

R6-ntgen 

Rowland 

Rozhdestvens-
- Rij 
Rumford 

Rydberg 

Rynin 

Saenger 

Safaf ik 

Saha 

Sanford 

Sarton 

Scaliger 
Schaeberle 
Schjellerup 
Schlesinger 
Schliemann 
Schneller 

Sch6nfeld 

Schorr 

Schr~dinghr 

Schuster 
Schwarzschild 
Seares -
Sechenov 

Segers 

Seidel 

Seyfert 

Shajn 

Sharonov 
Shataloy 
"Shi Shen 
Siedentopf 
Sierpifiski 
Sisakyan 
PnIKO 
PHAejm 
PHTTenxayc 

PnTL. 

Po6epTc 

Po6epicon 
Pow 

PeHTrell 

Poynana 

Po)lecTeucRlA 
PyM opA 
PH.6epr 

PBIHIIn 
3eurep 

l..aapmIK 
Caxa 

CqsiiopA 
CapioT 

CKaqurep 

Ille6epe 

CKioesisiepyn 
ificaurep 

fflaunxaa 

mIne1nnep 

mln(mejIbA 

Iflopp , 

mp6Anurep 

Illycrep 
ImBaptmnb . 
Cnpc 
CeienoB 
-Cerepc 

3afiAenb 

CenicfepT 

illan. 

tDaponon 

mawajion 

WH IIuI 
3SwenTion@ -
Cepunicmiii 
Cucaxsm 
Sklodowska 
Slipher 
Smoluchowski 
Sniadecki 
Sommerfeld 
Spencer Jones 
Spiru Haret 
St. John 
Stark 
- Stebbins 
Stefan 
Stein 
Steklov 

Steno 
Sternberg 
Stetson 
Stoletov 

Stoney 
Strmer 
Stratton 
Strbmgren 
Subbotin 
Sumner 
Sundman 
Svann 
Szilard 
Teisserenc de 
Bort 
Ten Bruggen-
cate 
Tereshkova 
Tesla 

Thiel 

Thiessen 
Thomson 
Tikhomirov 
Tikhov 
Tiling 
Timiryazev 
Titius 
Titov -
Trumpler 
CAoAoocnan 
CnmaitDep
 
CMojayxoacKlnq 
CHsAemInii 
3oiep~eJib. 
CueHcep Awoic 
Cpjpy XapeT 
CeHT-AXuuO 
LIUTapK 
CTe66HC
 
CTe4anI 
mITeli 
CTeKnoB
 
CTeHO 
WIITepn6epr 
CreTcon 
CToJeToB
 
CroHI 
ITpTep 
CTpaTo 
CTpEtrpen 
Cy66ornn 
CoMuep 
3ynHmsan 
CaHII 
CwmsapA 
Teficepan je 
Bop
 
Ten BpyrreKa-
Te 
Tepeuncona 
Tecra
 
TeAb
 
Tnccen 
ToNcow 
TnxoMipoB 
Taxon 
Twinr 
Tnnupsneu 
Tnnye 
Thron 
Tpainnep 
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Tsandbr IJawep - Von Neumann 00D-H-Heluaw 
Tseiasklj " lepaccui Von. Zeipei ''on ,eflneb 
Tsingei qlqrep Voskresenskij BocKpeceHCKafi
Tsiolkovskij tHOAKOBCKfa Walker Yoxep 
Tsu Cfing- Iasy lyH-qu Wan'ioo Bai Fy 
Chi 'Waterman -YoTepMan 
Tyndall - Tmaii, Watsbn YOTCON 
Valier - * Barie weber . Be6ep 
egene Bereep .Van de riaf' Ban Re rpaa 
Van denBerh 'Ban AeH Bepr "_WVIlsH. G. Fep6epr Y nd 
Van der Waals Ban Aep Baaabe " Whxlr Beenep -
Van Gnt . Ban rear We' lI Befij -r 
Van Maanen Ban MaaueH Whild YafAT 
Van Rhijn Ba PefH WietiPbrt Bnxepr 
Van't Hoff BanT F'o44 BmiepWinerVin nn p 
Van-Wijk Baa-BefK 
- Wiiig Bn.Jt3HHr -
Vashakidze, BamawuA,3e Wi d lx BnKnaep 
VavilQv, BaBHsIoB -Winl6ck Y naok, 
VeniiigMei- -Benmnr-MeAuec Wo1tjer " Boimep 
nesz - Wod" ByA
 
Ventris *BeHTpnC Wil Yafi.xu
 
Vernadskij BepHaAcKHr , Yablochkov q6aIOqKOB
 
Vestalits Beaanafi Yamamoto MaMOTo- -

Vestine BecrgnuZ nItrh 3ancrpa
 
Vetchinkin- '- Berumnn Z7rhan 3ee.Naz
 
Vil'ev Bunbes .ehn.klj 3ejmca
 
Volkov - -oazon e3epnce.
 
Volterra BoabTeppa Zerniki 3epuinne,
 
Von der-Pah- 0Do0Aep flanen - *Zhiritskj )KyKoncihMi
 
len
 
Von Kfirmhn, Oon KapMan ZsiMo,ndy )Kurmou n,­
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Appendix 1
 
List of names requiring itefinement of the Latin spelling
 
Latin spelling according spelling by academic
 
Russian name to IAU list Latinization
 
A"eXnH , Alekin I Alechin --
ApTeMhbeB Artem'ev Artem'jev 
BenbKOBu' Belkovich Belk'kv -ECaSeD Belyaev 	 Bel'ajev 
BnaKo Blazhko Blako 
EpeAuxIIII Bredikhin Bredichin 
Bauia mAe Vashakidze Vagakidze 
BeTrnnlKIu Vetchinkin Vet6inkni 
BnmbeB Vil'ev Vil'jev 
repacHMomBi Gerasimovicb - Gerasimovi6 I 
roJIHRuH Golitsyn • Golicyn 
FpaqeB Grachev Gra~ev 
XKIp KpiI , Zhiritskij 	 Ziritskij 
)KyKOBcKHci Zhukovskij L Zukovskij 
Ki6abmmiq Kibal'chich , Kibal'6i6 
KoBaxeBcKafl - Kovalevskaya Kovalevskaja 
KOH)paroK Kondratyuk Kondrat'uk 
Kyp'atoB Kurchatov I Kur6atov 
JIoOaieBcKtlfi Lobachevskij Lobaevskij 
AiemHHKOB Mechnikov Me~mkov 
MettepcKufl Meshcherskij MeHerskij 
A-fnKonaeB Nikolaev 	 Nikolajev
• 06pynei3 Obruchev 	 Obru ,ev 
Ce'ietOB "Sechenov 	 Se~enov 
COicaxmmi Sisakyan Sisak'an 
TepenJKoBa Tereshkova -TereAkova 
TnMupxse Timiryazev Timnirjazev 
TxoB Tikhov Tielov 
TnXOMpOB .Tikhomirov Tich6mirov-.. 
Hanjairmi Chaplygin .aplygin 
qe6mueB . . - Cheby'shev - Cebyev ­
tlepnxwes ,.Chernyshov I ". Cerny ov
' Waiu - Shajn 	 Ean " , 
I!aP011J3 I Sharonov 	 -aronov­
uaTanos Shatalov 	 'Satalov. 
6MOnKOB 	 Yablochkov I Jablokov ; 
Note: 	 Russian last names should be transcribed into Latin accordin
 
to the Resolution of the General Meeting of the Academy of
 
Sciences of the U.S.S.R. in 1925; the system was supplemente
 
and refined in 1939 by Academician L. V. Shoherba and in 1963
 
1967 by Professor A. A. Reformatskiy. The names of lunar
 
objects based on the last names of Russian and Soviet s6ien"
 
tists whose last names are of foreign origin should be writtc
 
in the 	Latin variation according to the system of academic
 
Latinization like other Russian names.
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Appendix 2
 
List of names whose Russian spelling requires explanation.
 
Russian Transcription
 
Traditional spelling spelling according to national spelling
 
the rules of transcription
 
from different languages
 
First group: Traditional spelling of transcribed last names.
 
1.1 non-doubling of the consonant
 
B"pxxo@-
--... pKxo44 Birhof . 
Ban Ae Fpaa@ 
BeHmur-Meiiec -
Ban Ae Fpaaj4 
Beinmr-Meflnece 
Van de Graaff 
Vening-Meinesz 
rapnsrin Xapman . Hartmann 
ro(DmeriCTep Xo44wafiCTep 
, Hoffmeister 
KeMn6ea Kemn6ex# Campbell 
KoRpo4r 
lono 
fljacKeT 
KOKKpO4T 
KonN4, 
flnae 
Cockcroft 
Kopff 
Plaskett 
*THHAaAb TnHAajijx -.- Tyndall 
XOMaH XoNIam • Hohmann 
IIjimaH. llJmma 
-H Schliemann 
._Sna9OH I 9nnnTO Appleton 
1.2 Traditional transcription of "h" through "r" 
j'apaeft Xapnea are-
rapTuaH XapThnin - -- Hartmann 
rentepcon Xeuj.epcon Henderson 
Fepgmnpynr Xepiumnpyur Hertzsprung 
reloH "XaTTOH Hutton 
Fhiab6epT eprI Hilbert-Xib 
rFnnoxpaT XnnnKpaT Hippocrates

ro@lerkcTep Xo*MaficTep Hoffmeister ­
Onnearei}ep - OnneHxafiMep Oppenheimer 
1.3 Traditional transcription of -ei, -ey, as -ey, -ey
 
refirep rafKrep Geiger 
ro4mheficTep Xo0(iafIcep Hoffmeister 
.TetI - . ],out! IDeutsch 
Mefirep. MafilTep Meitner. 
OnnenreAfMep Onnenxafiiep Oppenheimer
IOH HefiMan (DOH HoiMan Von-Neuman 
'IoH genneau 
- Don qafinealb Von Zeipel 
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Appendix 2 (bontinued)
 
Russian transcription
 
Traditional spelling 	 spelling according to national spelling
 
the rules of transcription
 
from different languages
 
1.4 Seperate frequency violations of the rules
 
of transcription 
rioiFo or Ffiio Guyot 
C~e~aH fle4a , Stefan 
Cquiapg CrJapA Szilard 
Second group: deviation from traditional spelling (in the modern
 
literature)
 
BOnbHfl Bofhlrn Bolyai 
Xyso Y30 Houzeau 
rappuior XappnoT 'Harriot 
roilmeficTep Xot.cMaHcTep Hoffineister 
Third group: erroneous spelling encountered in the modern literature
 
(it cannot be considered traditional inasmuch as contemporaries
 
are being discussed).
 
Epayep Bpaysp Brouwer 
BpwMisu BpuA Me Bridgman 
BpyrreuxaTe Tea-BpyrreuKaTe Ten Bruggencate 
Bpsqump Bpawup Brashear 
BS6KOK BaGKOK Babcock 
Baii-Patiu Bau-Pefiul Van Rijn 
BefiA Beiab Weyl 
Jjsran 
Refamuep 
)1.yrau 
Jouitaep 
-Dugan 
"Leuschner 
Junar JIIBITr Leavitt 
J1]Oneni JlaBemx Lovell 
rIHB rlau Love 
Hummua Hucna. Nishi na 
PaNseAf PaMfiafi Ramsay 
COMuep CaMniep Sumner 
CstopA i Cauopt 'Sanford 
TpiminAep, Tpe,%t- Tpa.inAep Trumpler 
COpefiu.ux $pOfiHnMIX Freundlich 
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Appendix 3
 
List of names of craters whose coordinates need refining.
 
crater latitude 
Van Maanen 
Van Maanen 360N 
Lewis 190S 
Saint John 10°N 
Tikhomirov 250 C 
Elvi 9°N 
coordinates
 
longitude 

1270E 

iI49W -

1500E 

1620E 

101 0W 

note
 
Very badly recognized in
 
photographs (strongly broken)
 
poorlypronounced in relief,
 
formless depression
 
Very badly recognized in
 
photographs, irregularly
 
shaped depression
 
Very badly pronounced in
 
relief, depression without
 
clear boundaries.
 
Badly recognized in photo­
graphs, irregularly shaped
 
depression.
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